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Embedded Computer Vision (Advances in Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition)Springer, 2008


	As a graduate student at Ohio State in the mid-1970s, I inherited a unique computer

	vision laboratory from the doctoral research of previous students. They had

	designed and built an early frame-grabber to deliver digitized color video from a

	(very large) electronic video camera on a tripod to a mini-computer (sic) with a...
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J2ME in a NutshellO'Reilly, 2002
J2ME in a Nutshell provides a solid, no-nonsense reference to the 'alphabet soup' of micro edition programming, covering the CLDC, CDC, KVM and MIDP APIs. The book also includes tutorials for the CLDC, KVM, MIDP and MIDlets, MIDlet user interfaces, networking and storage, and advice on programming small handhelds. Combined with  O'Reilly's...
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The Mobile Connection: The Cell Phone's Impact on SocietyMorgan Kaufmann, 2004
Rich Ling provides a compelling examination of the real impact of mobile telephony. It's not about technology, it's about people. We need more of these kinds of studies. 
--Don Norman, Co-Founder, Nielsen Norman Group and author of Emotional Design

This book combines scientific rigor, penetrating insight, and attention to an...
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The Art of ProfitabilityWarner Business, 2002
'Interesting, concise... This little book packs quite a punch.' - Miami Herald

       What do Barbie dolls, Nokia phones, and American Express credit cards have in common? They all represent a powerful business model called pyramid profit. How about Intel, Microsoft, and Stephen King? They all exploit another model called value chain...
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Programming the Mobile WebO'Reilly, 2013

	
		With the second edition of this popular book, you’ll learn how to build HTML5 and CSS3-based apps that access geolocation, accelerometer, multi-touch screens, offline storage, and other features in today’s smartphones, tablets, and feature phones. The market for mobile apps continues to evolve at a breakneck pace, and...
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Appcelerator Titanium Application Development by Example Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2013

	Once you've got into Appcelerator Titanium you'll never look back. This book is the perfect introduction to developing native cross-platform apps for iOS, Android, and Windows 8.


	Overview

	
		Covers iOS, Android, and Windows8.
	
		Includes Alloy, the latest in Titanium design.
	...
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Building .NET Applications for Mobile DevicesMicrosoft Press, 2002
Master mobile programming with this title! It demonstrates how to use the Microsoft .NET Framework and Visual Studio.Net to create applications for phones, Pocket PCs, and other portable devices. Focusing on ASP.NET and the .NET Mobile Web SDK, it shows how to deliver appropriately formatted content for diverse hand held clients from a single...
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Personalization Techniques And Recommender SystemsWorld Scientific Publishing, 2008

	The phenomenal growth of the Internet has resulted in the availability of
	huge amounts of online information, a situation that is overwhelming to
	the end-user. To overcome this problem personalization technologies have
	been extensively employed across several domains to provide assistance in
	filtering, sorting, classifying and sharing...
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What School Leaders Need to Know About Digital Technologies and Social MediaJossey-Bass, 2011

	Educational technology experts explain how to best integrate technology into K-12 schools, from blogs, wikis and podcasts to online learning, open-source courseware, and educational gaming to social networking, online mind-mapping, and using mobile phones.
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Crypto: How the Code Rebels Beat the Government Saving Privacy in the Digital AgePenguin Press, 2002

	The telegraph, telephone, radio, and especially the computer
	have put everyone on the globe within earshot— at the price of our
	privacy. It may feel like we're performing an intimate act when,
	sequestered in our rooms and cubicles, we casually use our cell
	phones and computers to transmit our thoughts, confidences,...
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Yammer StarterPackt Publishing, 2012


	Welcome to the Yammer Starter. This book has been especially created to provide

	you with all the information that you need to get set up with Yammer. You will

	learn the basics of Yammer, get started with building your profile, and discover

	some tips and tricks for using Yammer.

	A concise, enjoyable look at using Yammer, the...
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XML in a Nutshell, 2nd EditionO'Reilly, 2002
This powerful new edition provides developers with a comprehensive guide to the  rapidly evolving XML space. Serious users of XML will find topics on just about  everything they need, from fundamental syntax rules, to details of DTD and XML  Schema creation, to XSLT transformations, to APIs used for processing XML  documents. Simply put, this is...
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